
Get your website scanned in Site Audit
Launch WebSite Auditor and start scanning your site using the new Site Audit tool. If you have a large website, make yourself 
a cup of coffee to recharge your energy for the day!

Start the Site Audit scan

Check if the site can be crawled and indexed
The most important thing is to make sure users and search engines can easily reach all the awesome pages on your site 
you’ve been working hard on. When your site is not accessible means you almost have no site at all! Here’s what you can 
check and fix regarding the accessibility issues:

Revise robots.txt and pages closed from indexing

Make sure that important content is not blocked by

•   the robots.txt file in the root directory
•   the “noindex” tag in the <head> section of pages
•   the X-Robots-Tag in the HTTP header

In Site audit check the status of your site’s robots.txt file. Then check the pages restricted from indexing in the same section. 
Remember, if content cannot be accessed by search engines, it will not appear in search results.

Have problems with the robots.txt file? You can quickly edit it and re-upload directly from the tool.

Check site’s cache dates in Google, Bing, Yahoo

Let’s see how often the search engines visit your site’s pages. Click the “Website” tab and find 3 columns – Cache date in 
Google, Cache date in Yahoo and Cache date in Bing. The more authority Google perceives your site to have, the more 
frequently it will index your site. If you spot too old cache dates or no cache data at all, mark these pages for deeper analysis. 

Fix HTTP server response codes

If some of your pages return errors (404 “not found” error, 500 “internal server” error, or any other 4xx and 5xx errors), you 
should fix these issues and have the server configured properly. In the Indexing and crawlability section of Site audit check 
your pages’ status codes. In most cases your pages should return the 200 status code. If there are any pages with 4xx/5xx 
status codes, take care to fix the errors. Follow the recommendations WebSite Auditor gives for any errors and bad redirects.

If you are not tech-savvy, simply copy the problematic pages and send them to your site administrator.

Create a custom 404 page

Check if your 404 page has been set up correctly – see the Indexing and crawlability section in Site Audit. Customize a 404 
page to make it useful for your website visitors. The custom 404 page may include links to the most important pages of your 
website.

Site Audit checklist – fix your site before lunch!
Get your site checked for the most critical issues and fix them all before you get lunch
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Fix redirect issue
Redirects are an important technique for getting website visitors to the appropriate Web page if it has moved, but they can 
negatively impact SEO if implemented poorly. Check your site for the 2 most common redirect issues:

Check if the site can be crawled and indexed
The most important thing is to make sure users and search engines can easily reach all the awesome pages on your site 
you’ve been working hard on. When your site is not accessible means you almost have no site at all! Here’s what you can 
check and fix regarding the accessibility issues:

Revise robots.txt and pages closed from indexing

Make sure that important content is not blocked by

•   the robots.txt file in the root directory
•   the “noindex” tag in the <head> section of pages
•   the X-Robots-Tag in the HTTP header

In Site audit check the status of your site’s robots.txt file. Then check the pages restricted from indexing in the same section. 
Remember, if content cannot be accessed by search engines, it will not appear in search results.

 

Check site’s cache dates in Google, Bing, Yahoo

Let’s see how often the search engines visit your site’s pages. Click the “Website” tab and find 3 columns – Cache date in 
Google, Cache date in Yahoo and Cache date in Bing. The more authority Google perceives your site to have, the more 
frequently it will index your site. If you spot too old cache dates or no cache data at all, mark these pages for deeper analysis. 

Fix HTTP server response codes

If some of your pages return errors (404 “not found” error, 500 “internal server” error, or any other 4xx and 5xx errors), you 
should fix these issues and have the server configured properly. In the Indexing and crawlability section of Site audit check 
your pages’ status codes. In most cases your pages should return the 200 status code. If there are any pages with 4xx/5xx 
status codes, take care to fix the errors. Follow the recommendations WebSite Auditor gives for any errors and bad redirects.

If you are not tech-savvy, simply copy the problematic pages and send them to your site administrator.

Create a custom 404 page

Check if your 404 page has been set up correctly – see the Indexing and crawlability section in Site Audit. Customize a 404 
page to make it useful for your website visitors. The custom 404 page may include links to the most important pages of your 
website.
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Fix URLs and Links
URLs and links are the building blocks of your website – make sure that they are consistent and search-engine-friendly. In Site 
Audit, find 2 categories - URLs and Links and pay attention to:

Dynamic URLs

 

Too long URLs

Broken links 

Pages with too many outgoing links

Look through the problematic pages – just press the Details button. You can copy the URLs and send them directly to your 
webmaster/site administrator and ask to fix the things.

If you have a lot of dynamic URLs, be careful about changing them. Google can pretty well interpret such URLs, but they have 
other problems – they are usually too long, have no keywords and have lower click-through rate in search engine results. So, if 
you have ranking pages with “slightly dynamic” URLs, such as this one

 
better leave them as they are. But if you have new pages, or many pages that look like this

 

you should consider changing them.  

Follow the tips in the Recommendation section to fix problems with URLs and links (or copy-paste this data and send it to 

Correct site’s encoding problems
Ignoring the important role that your site’s coding can play in its overall optimization is essentially the same as building your 
home on an unstable foundation. 

Although your site’s code might start out “clean,” over time, it often can get a number of different errors that can slow down 
your site’s operation. For this reason, it’s a good idea to run Site Audit regularly and check for the following issues:

Pages with W3C errors and warnings

Pages with Frames

Too big pages

Look through the problematic pages – just press the Details button. You can copy the URLs and send them directly to your 
webmaster/site administrator and ask to fix the things.

Fix redirect issue
Redirects are an important technique for getting website visitors to the appropriate Web page if it has moved, but they can  

Check pages with 302 redirects

A 302 redirect (also known as “temporary” redirect) does not transfer link juice from the redirected URL to the destination URL. 
This can influence the search ranking of the new page, that’s why you’d better setup 301 redirects (“permanent”) for such 
pages.

Check pages with meta refresh

A meta refresh is performed by inserting a simple snippet of code into a Web page's metadata to automatically redirect visitors 
to another page. This method is easily abused by spammers, so many search engines penalize Web pages that use meta 
refresh redirects.
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Polish the on-page and check the content
After most of the technical stuff is fixed, it’s high time to review the meta tags and site’s content. In Site Audit find the On-page 
section and check the following factors:

Pages with empty or duplicate title tags

Pages with empty or duplicate descriptions

 

Additionally, look through your site’s content and check:

If a homepage has at least 1-2 paragraphs of text

If landing pages have at least 1-2 paragraphs of text

Fix URLs and Links
URLs and links are the building blocks of your website – make sure that they are consistent and search-engine-friendly. In Site 
Audit, find 2 categories - URLs and Links and pay attention to:

  

Too long URLs

Broken links 

Pages with too many outgoing links

Look through the problematic pages – just press the Details button. You can copy the URLs and send them directly to your 
webmaster/site administrator and ask to fix the things.

If you have a lot of dynamic URLs, be careful about changing them. Google can pretty well interpret such URLs, but they have 
other problems – they are usually too long, have no keywords and have lower click-through rate in search engine results. So, if 
you have ranking pages with “slightly dynamic” URLs, such as this one

 
better leave them as they are. But if you have new pages, or many pages that look like this

 

you should consider changing them.  

Follow the tips in the Recommendation section to fix problems with URLs and links (or copy-paste this data and send it to 
your site’s webmaster).
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Polish the on-page and check the content
After most of the technical stuff is fixed, it’s high time to review the meta tags and site’s content. In Site Audit find the On-page 
section and check the following factors:

Pages with empty or duplicate title tags

Pages with empty or duplicate descriptions

 

Additionally, look through your site’s content and check:

If a homepage has at least 1-2 paragraphs of text

If landing pages have at least 1-2 paragraphs of text

If the content is formatted well and easy to read quickly

If the amount of ads is adequate
(make sure to have unique content above the fold especially on the pages with ads)

Save your project and enjoy the best lunch ever!
You’ve done it – that’s a whole lot of work that will soon pay off in better rankings and enhanced user experience. Go get your 
lunch now, site audit hero! Just don’t forget to save your site’s project in WebSite Auditor for regular scans:

You can work with historical data of your audits using either Professional or Enterprise license. 

If you haven’t tried out WebSite Auditor yet, you can download it for free here. 
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